Introduction
Modern antennas especially arrays are being placed in layers of materials on complex environments. This technique produces aesthetically pleasing structures if necessary, allows for more freedom in structure planning, and can improve antenna performance. In the past, buried antennas have been studied by numerous authors such as in Reference [l] . Recent work on this subject uses spectral and/or numerical moment method formulations [2, 3, 41 . For high frequency analysis it is important to find efficient and accurate methods for design purposes.
A rigorous recursive method for plane waves reflection and transmission coefficients by Richmond [5] has been used in the past for dipoles above multilayer slabs [6] . This solution is modified in this paper to account for forward and backward traveling rays with appropriate spread factors for a dipole in the media. Extensive validation for this approximate method shows good agreement with a Method of Moments code. This code is developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [4] . The geometry for these comparisons uses a dipole in nontruncated dielectric multilayer slabs.
Theoretical Approach
One approach to the analysis of large antennas in complex environments is to approximately separate the detailed antenna design phase from the siting calculations. This so-called first order hybrid approach has been used for many years for perfectly conducting structures. An efficient analysis of the case of an antenna outside multilayer material slabs joined at arbitrary angles has been developed for this purpose [6] and implemented into a UTD code [SI. The reflection and transmission effects have been calculated using a rigorous plane wave solution by Richmond [ 5 ] . In this method, the forward and backward traveling waves within the material are found by a recursion technique. These coefficients are then applied to near zone applications by using UTD techniques. This approximation works well where surface waves are not important, i.e., when the antennas are not too near the surface and the observation point is not near grazing to the material. In practice, however, the region of applicability for engineering applications has been shown to be quite extensive.
This paper presents the extension of this simple and efficient method for an antenna inside multilayer materials. The fields are decomposed into two parts for calculation purposes. There is a "direct ray" from the antenna to the observer that contains the effects of the composite field traveling "forward through the medium. It is determined by using the recursive method to find the "transmitted field from the observer layer and then stopping at the antenna layer. There is also a ray that initially travels in the "backward" direction, is then reflected from the bottom of the material and then proceeds in the "forward" direction. It is determined by using the "reflected field and combining it with the above mentioned "transmitted field. The coefficients found from the recursive method need to be augmented by spread factors at the boundaries. In the case of the dipole and observer outside the material, these spread factors balance out to unity. This is not necessarily the case when the antenna is in one of the layers.
In the early design phases or in the siting phase when the antenna is placed in a complex environment, the pattern factors or the MOM calculated currents can be used in this solution for fast results. In general, this approach works well where the dominant fields are optical in nature. Surface waves need to be added for finite slabs in regions where the diffractions from the ends are relatively strong. However, in order to test the hndamental optics solution for the infinite slab, comparisons are made with a MOM solution using a nontruncated slab Green's function as discussed in the section below.
Numerical Results
The asymptotic technique is compared for multiple cases to a method of moments solution. the EIGER code [4] , by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) In the following figures, the frequency is 300 megahertz. Figure 1 shows the far field pattern for a half-wave horizontal dipole in the middle layer of three different materials. The layer, L1, has a relative permittivity of 5 with a width of 3 meters. The layer, L3, has a relative permittivity of 2 with width of 3 meters. The dipole layer, L2, has a relative permittivity of 3 with width of 5 meters. The dipole is 2 meters right of the interface between L1 and L2. The geometry for Figure 2 consists of a half-wavelength (free-space wavelengths) horizontal dipole in a dielectric half-space medium of 5. The antenna is 3 meters to the left of L2, a 6 meter wide dielectric layer of permittivity of 7. Good agreement between the two techniques may be seen from the plots.
Conclusions
An efficient method to find the far fields of a dipole in a stratified medium has been studied. It is based on a recursive technique for plane wave reflection and transmission coefficients modified with a spherical spread factor. The present development produces a quick and accurate solution where surface waves are not important. It has been extensively validated with a Method of Moments solution for a non-truncated slab, thereby eliminating surface wave considerations. This ray based solution works well for antenna positions not on the material boundary or for very thin slabs. 
